Abstract
Introduction
Description of objects and surfaces in terms of their spatial support and image or 3D motion is an impor-'This work was performed while this aut,hor was visiting the IBXI Almaden Research Center, San Jose, CA. He Automat,ic descript,ioii of mot.ion video sequences in terms of layers of multiple models has wide-ranging applications. Video compression and coding have already been highlighted in the work of 'IVang and Adelson [18] . Also, the layered represent>ation can be used as a compact description to be used for matching and recognition, and for synthesizing novel videos from exk i n g ones. Emerging applications in the areas of automatic video annotation and indexing will benefit t,oo from the layered represent,ations. A nuniber of algorithms have been developed for comput.ing these representmations [l, 4, 6, 7, 191 . However, t,here has not been a consolidat,ed effort into developing a precise niataheniatical formulation of the problem. This paper presents such a forrnulat,ion based on maximum likelihood estimation of mixture models and the minimum description length (MDL) encoding principle.
The three major issues in layered motmion representation are: (i) how many mot,ion models adequately describe image motion, (ii) what, are the motion model parameters, and (iii) what is t.he spatial support, layer for each motmion model. In order t,o allow multiple models in the descript,ion of inmge motion, we model t.he likelihood funct,ion for change in int,ensity of a pixel. conditioned on t,he motion paramet,ers, as an additive mixture of Gaussian densit,ies. This is ca.lled a mzxture model. Robust maximuiii-likelihood estimation (MLE) of the mixture model parameters and of the layers of support, represented as ownership probabilities! is performed using a modified Expect,a,t,ionMaximization (EM) algorithm. The adequat,e number of models is aut80inatically decided using the MDL principle tshata minimizes t8he encoding lengt,h of t,he model para,nieters and the MLE residuals.
Background
The maig problem addressed in this paper is that of computing multiple models of motion and the layers of t.heir spatial support in image sequences. There are two major approaches t80 this problem. One set solves t,he problem by letting multiple models simultan,eously compete for the description of the individual motion measurements, and in tshe second set, mult'iple models are fleshed out, sequentzally by solving for a dominant model a t each st.agr.
Wang and Adelson [19] addressed the problem in t.ernis of the computation of affine motion models and of their binary layers. The ordering in depth is also coniput.ed over multiple frames. The essential idea i n their work is that. of it.eratively clustering motmion models computed using pre-computed optical flow.
The main drawhacks of t,he above approach are it,s use of optical flow as an input representation. clustering in the parameter space, and tlie use of binary ownership weight,s throughout, t,he iterative process. In coiiiputing the optical flow, algorit,hms generally make smoothness assumpt,ions that can distort the structure of image motsion. Second, clustering in the parameter space is generally sensitive to the number of clusters specified. Decisions made for clustering parameter vectors based on dist,ances in the parameter space can lead to clustered parameters that do not, describe some valid data well.
Darrell and Pent,land too have addressed the prohlem of multiple motions and support layers estimat.ion within a robust, M-estimation and MDL framework [4] . For estimating the motion parameters start'-ing from pre-defined optical flow, they use a t,runcat,ed quadratic optimization function, that reduces t,he weight of residuals beyond a threshold to zero. MDL crit,erion is applied t o the encoding of the model parameters and the maximum-likelihood estimates of the residuals. The important problem of estimating t.he threshold (or the scale parameter of the influence function [lo] ) for the truncated quadratic is not addressed in their approach. Moreover, t,he t'runcated quadratic is too severe and can reject non-out~liers too especially in the initial stages of the iterative process, without, a sound method for automatically estimating t.he t,hreshold.
Irani et al. [7] addressed the problem of detecting and tracking multiple moving objects over image sequences. However, t8heir approach t o the estimat,ion of multiple motions is through successive estimat,ion of dominant, motions using model-based least. squares (LS) estimation. i.e. it. falls in the class of sequential methods. There are two potent,ial problems with t,his forniulat,ion. First, in the absence of competing models, the dominant mot,ion model can irrevocably commit data erroneously to a model. This is even more of a problem in their approach because they do not have any mechanism for aut'omatically estimating the scale parameter of residual errors (akin to the problem with Darrell and Pentland's approach). Second, their use of least, squares est'imation, and thresholding based on the residuals may lead to arbitrariness in what is called dominant' in t.he data because of t,he classic problem of masking of outliers in LS estimation [16] .
Ayer et al. [l] [14] use dominant motion compensation embedded in a. contextual MRF framework to comput,e mult,iple mot,ions.
MacLean et al. [12] addressed t.he problem of multiple 3D motion segment,ation and estimation using the EM algorithm. However, t,hey did not address the problem of autoniat,ic determination of the appropriate number of models. Their results were shown using 2D affine flow computed in hand-selected regions. Jepson and Black [8] applied the EM algorithm using the mixture model formulation t.0 comput,e opt.ical flow without estimating t,he number of models.
Overview of the formulation
In our formulat.ion, t,he computed layered representation of motion is t,he result, of optimizing a n objective funct,ion: the total encoding length of t.he motion model paramet,ers. the layers of support, and t,he residual a t each pixel result,ing from the difference hetween tlie reference intensity map and warped map corresponding to the motion parameters. Solving for all the unknown parameters simultaneously is practically impossible because of the large parameter space. Therefore, the optimiza.tion is divided int,o two major streps that are alternakd: M L estimation of t.he motion parameters and layers of support given t,he number of models, and a greedy increniental strat,egy for choosing an adequat,e nuniber of iiiodels using t,he tot,al encoding 1engt.h given the M L est,imates.
The rnot,ion descriptors used are 2D parametric models: translational, a.ffine and projective. First, the probabilistic model of t,he reference image as arising from a mixt,ure of densities corresponding to a given number of models, g. is presented in Section 4.1. In particulx, normal densities are used. The unknowns in this model are t,he g sets of mot,ion paramet.ers, the variances of the associated gaussian densities, and the ownership proba.bilities (layers) of each pixel. Both a continuous ownership probability and its specialization t,o a bina.ry ownership (Sect. 4.2) are presented. Then, in Sect. 4.3 it is shown how the necessary condit,ions for ML est,ima.tion of the mixture model leads t.o equat,ions for solut,ion of the unknowns. This leads t.o t.he it,era.tive Expectmation-Maximization ( E M ) algorit,hm; E-step to solve for layers given t,he mot,ions and tlie variances. and tlie M-st,ep for solving for the lat,-ter given the layers. Next,. in Section 4.4, the specific encoding of models and data is presented. A highlight of the encoding is t.he use of log-likelihood of the miztiire densit,ies for encoding t,he data condit,ioned on the models.
The coniput,ation of the motion parameters presented in Sect,. 5 uses direct metohods t,hat model image motion as a cha.nge of the coordinate system with bright ness constancy. However ~ inst,ead of using least squares est,imat,ion corresponding to t,he normal deiisit.ies modeled by t,lie st.andard EM approach, we use robust. M-est.iniators.
Estimat,ion of the other mixture paramet,ers. t,he variances and the layers is t.he subject of Sect,. 6. The sulxeyuent, sect,ion is devot,ed t,o the det.ails of t,he complete algorit,lim. Sect,ion 8 presents experimental results and Sect. 9 wraps up this presentation with a discussion of work in progress and unresolved issues.
Mixture model and MDL

Mixture Models for ML estimation
Given a pair of images capt,ured at time instant,s t -1 and t in a sequence, t,he iniage at t , the reference image. is modeled as being generat,ed by t.hat, a t f -1 through a finite niixt,ure of warped images, each of which is warped using its own inot,ion model. The inte1isit.y I(x,, t ) at. pixel j and time t is modeled as arising from a superpopulation of intensity maps, I. where Bi are the parameters of the ith motion model, a! is the variance, and ni is the proportion of the ith model in the mixture such that,
In order to simplify the notation, with a slight abuse of notation, the finite mixture form is expressed in terms of the prediction error ri(x) = I ( x , t ) -ii(x, B i , t ) , for the it,h model at pixel location x. The finite mixture form can now be writatsen as . . . , r ( x~) are denoted by {r(xj)}. Under the assumption that, these observa.tions, one a t each pixel, are realized values of N independent and identically dist,rihuted random variables with common dist.ribut,ion funct,ion. tshe negative log-likelihood function of t,he paramet,ers 8 given t.he observations can be writt,eii as, L( {r(xj ) } I G ) = -log(p({r(xj)} I 8 ) ) = -log(IIp(r(xj)l8)) which is equivalent to:
Given estimates of @, the estimates of the posterior probabilities of popuhtion membership can be formed for each observat,ion to generate weights for each layer. The estimate of the ownership weight a t the jt,li location for the it,h model c$i is given by: rij = prob(xj E +*I r ( x j ) ; @ ) Again under the assumption of measurements being independent ~ the complete negative loglikelihood function for all the measurements, conditioned on the indicator variables is given by:
L C ( { r ( x J ) } I S3Zlt,.'rZ~v) =
In t,he process of estimation, t.he indicat,or variables are assigned as z i j = 1 if t.he ownrrship probabilit,y. a.nd 0. and for the posterior ownership probabilities, r's. One solut~ion metshod is called the Expectat,ionMaximization ( E M ) algorithm [13] . The %-step is for the ML est,iniat.es of the model parameters, and t,he E-st.ep for the ownrrship probabilities. Under the assumption of normal densities for pi's, the solutions for t.he x ' s . U ' S and t,he T ' S are presented in Sect,. 6. For t,he estimates of the motion parameters, Of's, a modified M-st,ep is used t,o allow the use of robust M-estimator funct,ions. This is the subject of Sect. 5. Presently, we turn to the problem of determining modeling coniplexit,y using MDL.
MDL formulation for determining
The problem with the maximum likelihood forniulation of Eqs. (6) - (8) is that, t,here is no bound on tshe complexity of the mixture model, i.e. on the number of populations g . Generally. t,he more t,he nuniber of models, the better the obtained fit will be. We address this problem by applying t,he Minimum Description Lengt,li (MDL) principle. The first, reason for choosing MDL is its information-t~heoretic grounding: the model that can be encoded the cheapest, while esplaining the observations is the best. A second important. reason is that the MDL principle leads to an objective function with no arbitrary thresholds. For t,his purpose, the number of bits required t,o encode the model and the residuals is used. T h e goal is then t,o find the model parameters S that, minimize t.he encoding length.
The encoding has t,wo partes, one pa.rt, consist,ing of t,he encoding of t,he model and the ot,her tha,t, of the data. using the model. The overall code length t,o be minimized is where C , C,+I and .CD denote the appropriate encoding length in terms of bits for t,he corresponding ent,it,ies to be encoded.
The model parameters consist, of three different, components. Thus,
CA{(@) = C A f l ( n ) + LAf.(x) + c,\.13(@). (11)
For computing the coding cost. of these real-valued parameters, the expression derived by Rissanen [ 151 in his optimal precision analysis is used. For encoding Ii independent red-valued parameters characterizing a distribution used to describe/encode N data point,s. the code length is (1</2)log( A V ) . R.issanen derives t,his expression for the encoding cost, of real-valued pa.raniet.ers by optimizing the precision to which they are encoded. Thus, .CC,~(@) = 5 log(;\:) where Ii is t,he total number of parameters-and S is t,he number of pixels in the image.
Furt,hermore. we need to encode t,he c1at.a given the model C~( { r ( x j ) } IS), i.e. t,o encode the residuals. Since we know the probability P ( r ( x ) l @ ) from the mixture model, the optimal number of bits required to encode this is just t,he negat,ive logarithm of t.he probability [15] . Therefore, taliis t,erin is directsly derived from the negative log-likelihood of the dat.a given the model, presenkd in Eqs. ( 4 ) and ($I), by replacing the p d f p ( r i ( x j ) l & , u j ) by t,he corresponding probahility P ( r , ( x j ) l & , a i ) . linder t.he assumption of normal distribut,ion of t,he residuals. and if t.he residuals are quantized to the nearest. E . t,heir real precision, t.hen [9] :
Therefore. by substit.ut.ing taliis in Eqs. ( 4 ) and ( 9 ) for the non-binary and binary likelihoods, the total encoding length is given by, C N B ( { r ( x J ) } , @) = These can be simplified, by eliminating the constant terms, to . C~~( { r ( x j ) } , @ ) = Both Eqs. (12) and (13) are expressions for the complete encoding lengths of the models and the data given the models. Ideally, optimization of these encoding lengths wit,h respect to all the unknowns should be performed. However. this will obviously be prohihit,ively expensive given t,he paramet,er space size. In order t,o circumvent, t.liis pract.ically inipossible task, we divide the problem int,o alternating steps of ML estiniat,ion of t,he niixt,ure parameters, and pruning of the number of models using the encoding criterion. The det,a.ils are presented in Sect,. 7.
Robust Motion Estimation
In t,he iterative solut,ion of the mixture model paramet,ers introduced in sect,ion 4. one of the M-steps is to compute the motion parameters 0 , given the current estimaks of the variances, E, mixture proportions XI, ownership weights T ' S (z's), and motion paraniet,ers. This corresponds to a solution of t,he necessary condition for tshe M L estimate of 0 of Eq. (8).
The probability dist,ribut,ions of t,he residuals given the paramet,ers are modeled as a mixture of Gaussians. However, in order to allow for outlying data, instead of LS estimation of t.he parameters, we use robust, Mestimators.
In this framework, the motion model estimation is posed as the minimization of a robust objective function p. Wit,hin the context of mixtaure models, this implies that, the following function needs to be minimized, 3 x 1 where the rCz3 are the ownership weight of the j t h pixel for the ith model. T h e specialization of this formula to z's for the binary case is obvious.
We have experimented with two p funct,ions, the Lorentzzan and the Geman & McClure function [2, 171: We omit the details of our estimat,ion algorithm with these p functions. The reader is referred to [17] in this proceedings for full details. For a detailed account of robust estimators see [lo, 161. 6 Mixture parameters
With the component densities of the mixture assumed to be normal, the likelihood equations (6) and (71 can be used for an iterative computation of the so ution by the EM algorithm [13. pg. 381. Given estimates of the parameters 0, E, and 17, in the E-step. the posterior probability that, the j t h pixel belongs to model i, i.e. T" is computed following Eq. (5) wit,h p replaced by a eaussian distribution.
The M-step consists of solving the likelihood equa.-tions (6) . (7) and ( 8 ) with each ~~j replaced by it,s value computed in t,he E-st,ep. Equat.ion (6) a,lready presents the solution for iri. This step for t,he M L estimat,e of the motion parameters, 0, has already been detailed in section 5. For the case of Gaussian distributions, the solution to the U ' S is given by:
The E-and M-steps are repeat)ed alternately, where in their subsequent executions, the initial fit, (11, of the parameters is replaced by the current. fit, An alternative t o the weighted squared residual estimation of U above is to use a robust estimat,e. It is to be emphasized that a good estimation of u is critical to the estimation of both the motion parameters, and layers of ownership weights. In the binary case, we have found that an estimate derived from the median value of the absolut,e residuals works well. Given conhminated random samples from a zero mean Gaussian dist,ribution with a given u , a robust estimate of U is related to t.he samples through a = 1.4826 median Ir(xj)l.
This follows from the fact that the median value of the absolute values of a large enough sample of unitvariance normal distributed one-dimensional values is [16, pg. 2021 0.6745 = 1/1.4826.
An extension of robust M-est,imation tso t,he mixture components in the non-binary case can be used by t,aking into account the weights associated wit.11 t,he GN est,imation using the robust p functions as was done for the motion parameters in section 5 [13] . The robust estimates of II remain t,he same, and those for E are:
(II, E ) ( m + l ) . 7 The Algorithm Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the algorithm. The algorithm may be decomposed into three different park: tshe initializat.ion st,ep, the Eh4 st,ep, and the MDL st.ep. Recall t.hat t,he algorithm is implemented in a multi-resolution framework, where the mu1t.iresolut.ion representation can be either a Gaussian or a L a p h i a n pyramid.
The initializat,ion step consists of the generation of initial estimates for the motion parameters and the U ' S . In order t o obtain these estimates, rectangular tiled binary layers that cover the entire image are defined. The number of initial layers is a user defined paramet,er. Typically. 16 tiles are used by dividing tahe E and y dimensions into four equal parts each. Thus, 16 non-overlapping binary masks are used t o comput,e 16 initial niot,ion parameters. In each of the subregions, motion paraniet,ers and U ' S are computed independently only at. the coarsest level of the pyramid using the robust estimation technique described in Sect. 5 . After the initialization step, the initial motion parameters and scale estimates become the current estimates used in the EM-step. For all the experiments, 2D 6-parameter affine models have been used as the motion descriptor for each layer.
The next part of the algorithm is t,he EM-step. which again may be decomposed into two parts: the E-step and t.he hl-step. Given the current estiinatses of the mot.ion parameters, t,he U ' S and t,he nuniber of models, the ownership weight,s ( T ' S / Z ' S ) are computed for the support layers over the complefe image. This is t8he E-st,ep. The M-st,ep consists of the computation of the new U ' S , of t,he model proportions x's, and of the new mottion parameters using the new support layers.
The last part, of t.he algorithm is the MDL-step. Following the EM-st.ep. t,he total encoding lengt,h and the encoding lengths tshat. would result. by removing in t'urn a single layer are computed. The layer and t,he motion model which leads to t,he largest, decrease, if any. is eliminakd. This computation is the MDL-st,ep. A new EM-step is t.hen performed with the new number of models, aga.in followed by a kIDL-st,ep. The whole process is repeated a t a given level unt,il both the mot.ion parameters and t.he number of models have converged. The niot.ion parameter. scale and layer for the Third row: Residual error images associat,ed with the "tree" and the "flowers" layers respectively. estimates obtained a t this level are finally projected down and the same process is repea.ted at. t.he next, finer level.
We note the following import.ant, points concrriiing the current iiiipleiiieiit,atioii of t,he algorithm. First.. the binary met.hod has heen t.est,ed ext,ensively whereas t,he non-binary version algorit.hm is current'ly under testing. Second, the residual error images need t,o be filtered for the algorit,hm t.0 converge t o a good number of layers. Median filtering over a 3 x 3 region around each pixel is performed in our experiments.
Furt,hermore. two other issues, a formulation of out.-liers for the mixture and a local spat,ial sinoot,hness constraint, for the hyer ownerships. have heen left. out of the basic formulat,ion. Howewr. we have adopted t,wo reasonable methods in our algorit,hni t,o address these issues and work is in progress t.0 int,egra.t,e t,hese in the formulation. Pixels which are atypical of each component of the mixture are labeled as outliers. This is detected by thresholding the residuals using a 2.5 factor of each computed b. For spat,ially const,raining layer ownerships, instea.d of computing the support layers afresh after the M and MDL st,eps, a 1oca.l optimizat,ion step is introduced for updating thp support. layers. The local optimizat,ion step implements an MRF based smoothness criterion in t,lie estimation of support, layers. A first order 2-clique neighborhood is defined [SI. In a scan-line order. we perform a local minimization at each point following equation (13) . In ot,her words, this step tries t.o find the locally optimal labeling by taking into account both the residual error and the labeling cost,. The label that results in the largest, positive decrease for the encod- 
Results
We show the results of layered niot,ion estimation > using binary weights. It. is t,o be demonst,rat,ed t,liat the proposed scheme is robust, i n the presence of multiple moving objects and is also general enough to deal with scenes with moving or stat,ic cameras. In showing the results, it, is t o be empha.sized t.hat, the results are onlv an internal represent~at,ion of t~he motion and -----.
(like the box or flower garden sequence), t,heie is no clear dominant motion except maybe for the backof donlinant~ motion may end up firlding SOnle average motion paramet,ers for However, our simultaneous cornpetit,ive method leads to reasonably Residual error images associated with the "hackground" and t,he "hand" layers rrspect,ively. iueaningful layer descript,ion because measurementas are allowed to choose the best model amongst a few.
The first image sequence captures a situation, where t.he scene is st.atic but the camera motion induces parallax mot~ion ont,o the image plane due t,o t.he different. depths in the scene. The sequence is t,he well known flower garden sequence. Figure 2 shows one original image, t,he result' for the binary layers, t,he outlier mask, and the residual error images associat,ed wit,h each layer. Note that t,he occlusion region a t t.he right edge of the t,ree is well captured as outliers.
The next results are shown on a sequence displaying a box rotat,ing around it,s vert,ical axis. In this scene, t,he camera is static, and hence so is the background in t,he images. Figure 3 shows two frames of the original sequence, the labeled layers, and the outliers, as well a.s the residual errors associated with each of t,he layers. T h e results show that the background layer with zero mot,ioii and t,he t,hree faces of the box have been correct)ly separat,ed.
To illust.rat,e the situation where botsh the camera and the objects are moving, results on a sequence of table tennis play a.re shown. In this sequence, t.he camera zooms in and t.he hand of the player moves up tossing the ball. The zoom induces a motion of almost. 8-10 pixels at. the periphery. The result of our a.lgorit.hm is t,wo layers representing the background and the hand. wit,h good coinpensat~ion for each of t,liem. Resultas for t.liis sequence are given in figure 4. DUP t.o the fine t.est.ured background, interpolation for wa.rping and some systematic jit,ter/noise around the edges of t.he table, some pixels in t.he background are not complet~ely rliffrrrnced out in t.he residual image.
Conclusions
The focus of t,liis work has been an automatic computa.tion of a compa.ct,, layered description of motion video sequences. Each layer corresponds to a specific parametric model of image motion and has an associat,ed ownership weights for the pixels in t,he layer. For compact, descript,ions, the need is t o find a small number of models t~hat, adequately describe image mot.ion in t he sequence with minimal residuals bettween the niot,ion predicted intensity maps and t.he observed ones.
A number of issues have yet too be fully explored. First, a mult,i-frame formulation in which layer ownerships are constrained by a number of frames is required. A formulation for multi-frame motion estimation was presented in [l] . However, the estimation of support layers need to be formulated over multiple frames t.00. It should also include a mechanism for allowing t,he number of layers to change over time in order t,o allow for appearance/disappearaiice of object~s and surfaces.
In the contest of t,he specific algorithm proposed in t.his paper, we are furt8her exploring a few issues. First, the use of the non-binary version for describing motion transparency is being experimented with. Second, the formalism should be ext,ended in order to allow the possibility of using spatial constraints-a.nd of modeling outliers. Finally. the rela.tionship of the mixture model t,o addit,ive, inult~iplicative and other models of intensity superposition for motion transpa,rency is t,o be studied more extensively.
